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It gives me
great pleasure to give
my best wishes to HAPPENINGS, a newsletter from Department
of Computer Science

TecXeon_20221
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Computer Science Department of M-Dasan
Institute of Technology
in association with ASCEND organized it’s
techfest “TECXION21”

Kudos to all winners
of TecXeon2021

The Best
Painting
Award goes to Devaganga (MDIT S3 Cse)
for her mastery of Digital painting. For some

VISION
• A leader in the Computer Science and Engineering program to bring
out globally competent
graduates committed to
the welfare of the community and the nation.

MISSION
• Build up competent
Computer
Science
and Engineering graduates through innovative teaching and
learning processes
• Impart
team
spirit
through assignment of
professional responsibilities on competitive basis
• Strengthen awareness of
environmental protection through capstone
design projects associated with the syllabus
• Advanced
innovative
research and lifelong
learning in Computer
Science and Engineering to serve the needs of
the community, industry, and the government.
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Tinkerhub
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t gives me great pleasure to give my best
wishes to HAPPENINGS, a newsletter
from Department of Computer Science and Engineering.
This newsletter is an attempt to highlight the achievements of
the department. I wish good luck to the entire team of editors
and Look forward to your kind patronage to our newsletter
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M-DIT
Ulliyeri
:Tinkerhub is a non
profit
community
of tinkers and students who work
towards empower-

TecXeon_2021
M-DIT Ulliyeri: Computer Science and Engineering
Department of M-Dasan Institute of Technology in
association with ASCEND organized their techfest
“TECXION-2021” from 23rd May 2021 to 27th May
2021. The techfest had multiple technical events to
compete at the state level. The motive of the fest was
to develop various skills of the students in co-curricular activities and to present them with the current trends in technical and professional fields.Under KTU, students from various colleges were able
to connect, engage and learn through innovation.
The techfest kicked off with an online ceremony inaugurated by our chief guest
Mr. M Mehaboob(chairman M-dit)He highlighted different ways in which students can
come up with ideas of innovation and can do remarkable things with the resources available in the country.
There were approximately 4000 entries as a
whole. This is truly a remarkable achievement for our
college. Heads of all the departments actively partic-

ipated in the success of the fest. The preparations
started before a month and separate committees and
sub committees were made for different events. The
staff coordinator was Mrs. Manjusha M S and student
coordinators were Sreehari Jayaraj, AmrithaK.S,
Prabanj K, Devaganga, Dulfukhar C, Karthika K.S,
Adith V Mohanan, Amarkrishna and Manjunath S.
Photography contest, Games, Google God ,
Animation, Digital Painting , Web Designing , Tech
Quiz , Coding Guru were some of the competitions.
Many students under APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University participated in all the events.
There was also webinars and online sessions for
the students to improve their skills and knowledge. Activity points were given to all the participants and winners were given cash prizes. “TECXION--21” received an overwhelming response
in all its events and was a magnificent success.

Kudos to all winners
of TecXeon2021
We the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering of M.Dasan Institute of Technology organised our techfest “TECXEON-2021” in association with ASCEND from 23rd may to 27 may .
A handful of events were conducted and winners are selected by valuing their skills and talent. The winners of the events are as follows:
The award for Best Painting was received
by Devaganga (M-DIT S3 Cse)for her mastery of
Digital painting. For some people, that takes years
of practice, but she managed to make it look so easy.
Warmest congratulations to the winners
of Web designing contest Akshara P B(M-DIT
S6 Cse),Jithin Joshi(SNGIST paravur),Akhil
Murali(SNGIST paravur).Their web designs on
M-DIT Hacking Club reflects their skill and genius, and it appears as though coding is like second
nature to them. We’re looking forward to using it.
Heartiest congratulations to winners of
gaming section.We had 3 varieties of games,
PUBG which was won by the teams TRZ,Blitz
and Astro.PES in which Muhammed Adil ( M-DIT
S3 EEE) made a clean sweep and finally Ludo,
that had the most number registrations, was won
by Saad Muhammed (MES College of Engineering) and Muhsina Thasni (GEC Kozhikode)
Animation is not the art of drawings that

move but the art of movements that are drawn.Excellent
animations by Abhinand B S(M-DIT S6 ME) & Muhsin K
C (CET Civil Engineering) won the Animation Contest.
Warmest congratulations to the winners of
Photography.Photography is the art of making memories tangible.The best photographs by Anand (Govt
College of Engineering kannur),Akshay Ramesh
P(M-DIT) and Abhijith C K (M-DIT) won the contest.
Some say Google is God. But if they think
Google is too powerful, remember that with search
engines unlike other companies, all it takes is a single click to go to another search. Congratulations to
the winners of Google God Sharun Koshy(UKF
College of Engineering), Manjusha M(College of
Engineering and Management Punnpra),Geethika
Raveendran(Govt Engineering College Thrissur) for
finding the accurate answers with the help of Google.
Only a highly brilliant one can unlock knowledge with speed of a thought.Hearty congragulations
to Namratha Chandran(GEC wayanad),Sandra Santhosh(Rajagiri school of engineering and technology) and Mehra.M(M-DIT) who secured first,second and third position respectively in Techquiz.
Coding is todays language of creativity.Warm congragulations to Muhammed Anas
(MEA College of engineering) who with his programming talent won first place in our coding
guru contest.He proved that programming is a
skill acquired by practice rather than from books.

Software Modeling Using UML

M-DIT Ulliyeri :Department of computer science and engineering conducted webinar under the “Tecxeon-2021”.
The session was conducted on 27th may 2021 from 10 am
to 12 pm on google meet. Dr.pramod Mathew Jacob, (Assistant Professor Department of Computer Science Providence College of Engineering, Chegannor) handled the
session. This training program was very informative and students acquired in depth knowledge about the uml diagrams

Acclaimed Victory
MDIT ULLIYERI : Celebrating the dedication you’ve
shown on the way to this achievement. You’ve earned every bit of the success you’re enjoying.” Vyshnavi S B , Sneha B Kumar and Manjunath S S8 computer science department are placed at G10x company. Sincere congratulations
on your hard-earned success.” You guys have made us great
proud for CSE department. You deserve big congratulations.

TECH NEWS

Fuchsia
After years of predicting its arrival, Google has finally unleashed its third operating system,
Fuchsia OS, on the world.
Unlike Android and Chrome OS, which appear on a variety of computing devices, Fuchsia is
making its first appearance on just one piece of hardware, the Nest Hub. According to 9to5Google,
which always does good work in this area, users of the Nest Hub won’t notice any change in how they
interact with the device, which previously ran a Linux-based OS.
In theory, Google could expand the Fuchsia footprint to other devices, including smartphones
and PCs, but seems to be taking a more cautious approach to start. The Verge caught Petr Hosek, a
Google technical lead, offering a hilariously understated Tweet about Fuchsia’s release.

TinkerHub

tivities for all the tinkerers to relax and chill. Leads
and other tinkerers from various colleges had joined
us and together the session was a blast. No team
would be at its best without a core-team to lead and
our first TinkerHub leads were thus selected for the
year 2021-22. Adith. V. Mohanan of 3rd-year CSE,
who played a major role in introducing TinkerHub to
MDIT family, has been selected as the campus lead.
Sreehari Jayaraj (1st-year CSE), Fathima Niswa( 1styear CSE), Devaganga (2nd-year CSE) have been selected as Tech Lead, Outreach Lead and Creative Lead
respectively. The Staff Advisor, who will be the pillar
and shepherd to our leads, is Ms.Nithya V P, HOD of
CSE dept. The core team, consisting of 31 members
will continue to provide their invaluable contribution.

In just a month, since the commencement
TinkerHub is a remarkable community of tin- of our TinkerHub journey, we have conducted more
kerers and students who work towards empowering than 3 programs. Each and every program has been
young minds who share a passion towards innovation. informative and useful to the students, especially
in clarifying their doubts regarding the topics. We
We kickstarted TinkerHub in our campus have also held brainstorming sessions that helped
on 12th June 2021 with an inauguration ceremo- in engaging the participants and giving them a
ny called HAJIME. This event was graced with learning experience in tools and technology. This
the presence of Mr.Moosa Mehar, CEO of Tinker- includes women’s only session provided by WIT
Hub. The welcome speech was presented by Neena team. TinkerHub helps the students to learn as they
Suresh of 2nd year CSE. The keynote address was advance and realise their own ideas and projects.
delivered by Ms.Nithya VP, HOD of CSE dept and
the staff advisor of TinkerHub MDIT. Principal of
Our aim is to make sure that everyone has
M.Dasan Institute of Technology, Dr. P M Mahee- access to the knowledge required to set the course
shan also graced the dais. MC of the event was Ril- for a better future. Seeking forward to many more
na Rejinold of 2nd-year CSE and vote of thanks was interesting and informative sessions from Tinkerhub.
delivered by AdithV. Mohanan of 3rd-year CSE.
After the inauguration ceremony, we conducted a fun session, inclusive of entertainment ac-
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